
Grade Seven Science 
Focus on Life Sciences 

 
Main Ideas in the Study of Cells 

 
Research is an effective way to develop a deeper understanding of 
challenging content. The following fill-in-the-blanks activity is meant to be 
completed using any resource (or combination of resources) with which you 
are comfortable and in which you trust. That can be your life science text, 
the Internet, a nurse or doctor you may know, etc.  
 
 

Every living thing is made up of one or more    1.  

The cell is the smallest unit of a living thing. Some organisms are made up of a single 

cell. These organisms are referred to as                        organisms. They are usually too 

difficult to see without a microscope. While most of the organisms on Earth are 

unicellular, most of the living things around us we can see – such as us – are         

organisms. They are called this because they are made up of many cells. 

 

Cells carry out the functions needed to support life. 

While both unicellular and multicellular organisms have the same needs and 

characteristics, multicellular organisms are more                      .   Different parts perform 

different functions. They are also made up of different types of cells. For example, in a 

plant, roots are made up of root cells, which are different from leaf cells. Muscle cells 

have special parts that allow them to move. In a multicellular organism, many cells 

work together to carry out the basic activities of life. 

 

Cells only come from                                 . 

The work of many scientists over the years – such as Hooke and Van Leeuwenhoek – 

made people question old ideas about the composition of living things. They showed 

that all living things were made of cells and, by the 1860’s, settled the question of where 

these cells came from. People studying cells observed the same thing over and over 

again – that cells                       . They saw this happening with the assistance of the  
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                  . They concluded that life came from                      ; it did not just 

spontaneously occur.  

Science came to put all of the above together to created what is referred to as the Cell  

                       , which states: 

 

1. Every living thing is made of one or more cells 

2. Cells carry out the functions needed to support life. 

3. Cells come only from other living cells. 

 

The cell theory is important to the study of biology. A scientific theory is a widely 

accepted explanation of things observed in nature. A theory must be supported by                    

                      , including experimental and other observations. Theories serve as the 

basis of further research and study. Theories can also lead to research that has practical 

benefits for society. As we learn more about the way cells work, especially at the 

genetic level these days, we are more likely to discover treatments and cures for 

diseases that affect millions of lives each year. 

 

Because cells are so small, they require a very small unit of measurement to describe 

them. We use the micrometer (μm), which measures one                         of a meter. If 

you look at one millimeter measure on your ruler and divide that up into 1,000 equal 

pieces (not an easy task!), each one of those sections you would create would be a 

micrometer (also known as a                               ). 

Cells can range from about one micrometer (some bacteria) to 1,000 micrometers (some 

plant and animal cells). 215,000 one-micrometer bacteria would fit across the width of 

this piece of paper. 

 

Microscopes help reveal the world of cells.                          microscopes were first, 

bending light to make objects appear bigger than they are. Modern light microscopes are 

relatively limited, magnifying objects up to 1,000 times. Two other types of 

microscopes are able to go far beyond the limits of the light microscope. They are the 
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electron microscopes. Electron microscopy allows one to visualize objects that are as 

small as 1 nm (one nanometer is equal to one thousandth of a micrometer, which is one 

millionth of a millimeter or one billionth of a meter). Here the specimen is not 

illuminated with light but bombarded by                             as a source which creates the 

image we see. With the                            Electron Microscope (SEM), we can look at 

highly magnified three-dimensional images of the smallest of things  

Electron Microscopes (TEM) can reveal incredible detail in an extremely thin slice of a 

cell in 2-D. 

 

All cells are made of the same substances. Atoms bond together in chemical reactions 

that take place inside cells, forming molecules. All of these large molecules in living 

things contain                            .                           is a special element in that it can form 

long chains, leading to a huge number of possible compounds. There are four types of 

large molecules –                             ,                      ,                      and                             . .    

They all play special roles in the processes of life. Carbohydrates provide cells with        

                      and structural support; lipids often provide cells with energy, as well as 

make up cell                               ;proteins control chemical reactions, support growth and 

repair of tissue, allow movement, fight infections, and deliver oxygen; nucleic acids 

(RNA and DNA) hold the instructions for maintenance, growth, and                              

of the cell.  

 

All cells need                         . Molecules store chemical energy in the                    

between their atoms.                             is the energy source for most cells. Plant cells 

capture energy form sunlight through                                      . The cell uses the energy 

to break the water it takes in into hydrogen and oxygen. The freed hydrogen and the 

                                           from the air are combined to make glucose. Most of the 

oxygen from water is released into the air. All cells break down glucose for energy. In 

cellular respiration, the                                     in cells convert small glucose molecules 

into energy, carbon dioxide, and water. Photosynthesis and cellular respiration are the 

two processes in the energy cycle. 
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Materials move across a cell’s                                       .  .                                 occurs  

when molecules spread out until they are evenly mixed. Molecules move from areas of  

                              concentration to areas of                              concentration. Small 

molecules diffuse through membranes during                              transport. The diffusion 

of water is called                                    .    

 

Sometimes cells require another form of transport –                                  transport. They 

use                                energy to move materials from lesser concentrations to greater. 

Our kidneys use active transport to remove excess salt from our bodies. 

Cells also need to move large molecules. In these cases, the cell membrane encloses the 

molecule in a pocket, pinch it off and move it – either in or out of the cell. 

 

If the ratio of volume to surface area is too large and the cell doesn’t change shape, there 

will not be enough membrane to transport materials into and out of the cell. Cells avoid 

this problem by adapting. These adaptations include staying small, dividing, and 

changing shape.  

 

Bodies grow because more cells are formed (by way of cell division), not because cells 

get bigger. Deoxyribonucleic acid is a chemical (nucleic acid) that directs a cell’s 

growth and functions from its                               . DNA is made of two strands of 

molecules joined in a structure that resembles a twisted ladder, or double helix. 

Most multicellular organisms start out as a single                      . Cell                                

is responsible for an organism’s growth. Development results when new cells specialize 

and act with other similar cells to form                                . Cell division is part of the 

cell                        , which also includes                                   ; the period when the cell 

is not dividing. The cell grows and conducts normal functions such as nutrient intake, 

waste excretion, and cellular respiration. It also duplicates its                          in 

preparation for the next phase.                               is the part of the cell cycle when the    
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nucleus divides. At the end of mitosis the cell’s                                   divides, producing 

two daughter cells. Mitosis has four phases –                                ,                            ,            

                                    and                                  . After mitosis,                                

divides the parent’s cytoplasm, producing two genetically identical cells. Because they 

are genetically identical, they function the way their parent cell did. 

Organisms reproduce sexually and/or asexually, both of which involve cell division.  

                                 reproduction involves one parent. Most single-celled organisms 

reproduce asexually. These processes include binary fission, budding, and regeneration 

(vegetative propagation). Organisms reproduce rapidly by way of asexual reproduction, 

and the offspring’s genes are usually                                          to the parent. 

                           reproduction involves two parent organisms, where genetic material 

combines equally from the two parents. The chance for genetic variation in offspring is 

high. 
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